
BRANDS I'VE WORKED WITH

Instagram: 18,000+

Ciao! I’m Catalina, a travel blogger, former tour guide, and English 

teacher originally from the US who packed up my bags and moved to 

Florence, Italy. There, I spent a year working as a student travel guide 

while visiting over 40 cities in 15 countries. I  started  Miss  Adventures  

Abroad  in  2015  as  a  way  to  inspire  young  travelers  and  share  my  best  

travel  tips  and  experiences.  It  has  been  quickly  growing  ever  

since!  Today, I live in Spain where I spend my time sharing travel tips 

about my favorite destinations and giving insights into life as an English 

teacher. When I am not updating my corner of the Internet, you can find 

me in a café sipping a cappuccino planning my next (miss) adventure. 

ABOUT MISS ADVENTURES

WEBSITE 

STATISTICS

SOCIAL MEDIA 

FOLLOWERS 

Pinterest: 4,000+

Facebook: 1,200+

Twitter: 7,000+

(January 2018) 

Unique  Visitors: 

29,000+ 

Page  Views: 

44,000+ 

Demographics: 

90% of readers are female 

84% of readers are 18-34 

85% of readers live in the 

USA 

CONTACT  ME:  

MISSADVENTURESABROAD1@GMAIL.COM 

WWW.MISSADVENTURESABROAD.COM

The Manini Experience

The RomeHello Hostel

Big Berry Lifestyle Resort, Slovenia

Tuscany Now & More Magazine 

Tuscany Cycle

New Orleans Legendary Walking Tours

COLLABORATION OPPORTUNITIES

PRESS & INTERVIEWS

TESTIMONIAL  

"Catalina is excellent to work with-her 

targeted posts and stunning images helped 

spread the word about my business and 

resulted in increased sales!" 

-Tuscany Cycle, Florence, Italy

I 'm always on the lookout for great trips, destinations, and products to 

share with my readers. I 'm currently available for the following 

partnerships, am open to any suggestions you may have: 

Press Trips

Product Reviews

Instagram giveaways & campaigns

Brand partnerships

Brand sponsorships

Sponsored articles

Miss Adventures Abroad has been featured on the following websites: 

Tuscany Now & More

Hippie in Heels

We Are Travel Girls

Travel Colorfully

Go Seek Explore

Sporades SUP


